into battle
race in every quarter of the globe. That is why I say " Stand
by the Covenant and endeavour to revive and fortify the strength
of the League."
Here is the practical plan. Britain and France are now united.
Together they are an enormous force moral and physical and one
which few would dare to challenge, I should like to see these two
countries go to all the smaller states that are menaced, who are
going to be devoured one by one by the Nazi tyranny, and say to
them bluntly, " We are not going to help you if you are not going
to help'yourselves. What are you going to do about it ? What
are you going to contribute^ Are you prepared to take special
service in defence of the Covenant ? If you are willing to do so, and
to prove it by actions, then we will join together with you, if there
are enough of you, in active military association under the authority
of the League in order to protect each other and the world from
another act of aggression."
You cannot expect all the states of the League to take equal
obligations. Some are far away and some are in no danger. But
if we could rally even ten well-armed states in Europe, all banded
together to resist an aggression upon any one of them,, all banded
together to counter-attack the aggressor upon a combined plan,
then we should be so strong that the immediate danger would be
warded off, and a breathing space be gained for building later a
still broader structure of peace. Is that not far better than being
dragged piece-meal into a war when half those who might have
been your friends and allies will have already been pulled down
one by one ? No single nation should be asked to enter into this
solemn engagement unless it is assured of strong and valiant
coinjrades banded together not only by a covenant of high ideals,
bat by practical military conventions. In this way we have the
best chance of preventing a war, and if that fails, of surviving it
unconquered.
To be precise—some of thecountries who should be asked whether
they will join Great Britain and France in this special duty to the
League are Yugoslavia, Rumania, Hungary and Czechoslovakia.
These countries can be mopped up one by one, but together they
are of enormous strength. In the next place there are Bulgaria,
Greece and Turkey, all states who wish to preserve their in-
dividuality smi national independence, the two last of whom, are
already joined to us- by the most cordial friendship, If this
.potrerful group of Daimbian and Balkan, states were firmly united
. -mthjthe two great Western democracies, an immense, probably a
decisive, step towards stability would be achieved.
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